
FutureTogether was founded in 2001 by the Salm brothers—Isaac, the numbers guy, and Jaime, the design guy—with the 
objective of merging business rigor with environmentally and socially progressive design.  The studio comprises art installations, 
sculpture, furniture, creative environments and sustainable design strategy.

As the main partners of the studio, Isaac and Jaime are responsible for leading teams and working directly with clients to 
translate their visions into reality.

Artist Statement

Our goal with this work is to invite viewers to ponder larger questions about race, diversity, and humanity. We wanted to engage 
with them on their internal conversations about these topics.  We aimed to achieve this by confronting them with contrast, 
challenging the subtle ways in which race and diversity play out in the real world.

The artists created a site-specific, immersive sculpture for one of the key 
pathways within the new headquarters. The design is a portrait of diversity and 
creates a window into ourselves, while providing a space for contemplation, 
self-reflection, and joy. The installation is a permanent invitation to see, accept, 
and respect our collective differences.

Twelve different individuals with distinct features were chosen to represent 
the diverse global workforce of Air Products around the world. The images of 
each character were creatively cropped amidst architectural angles and shapes, 
offering the viewer an imaginative approach as the human features are slowly 
discovered.

The artists felt that placing a work of art about diversity in the heart of the 
building provides a visual reminder of the culture the company seeks to uphold.  
The goal of the piece was to be meditative, peaceful, and immersive. A place 
for reflection and self-discovery, this installation demonstrates an implicit call 
towards action.
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Global Headquarters Artwork Collection

Human Fractals
Mixed media wall sculpture installation
(Located in the Customer dining corridor)
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